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Mechanical department organized expert lecture on subject “Engineering Graphics” for First semester degree students on 12th September, 2014.

To conduct Expert lecture we invited Dr. J.M.Patel, who has a more than 25 years experience in Education domain and currently working as an Associate Professor in Mechanical department at L. D. College of Engineering, Ahmedabad.

Prof. Rajnikant Rathod HOD of Mechanical Engineering Department welcomes the expert Dr. J.M.Patel. After that Expert delivered lecture & give deeply knowledge on subject “Engineering Graphics” content on Engineering Curves, Projection of Planes and Orthographic Projection.

At the end of the expert lecture, the students were very much enriching with the technical knowledge shared by the expert. The oral feedback from the students was taken and response was very good. There are 70 students of 1st Semester Degree Mechanical Engineering attended the Expert Lecture Along with faculty members of Mechanical Department.

Expert Lecture Coordinated By
Prof. Rajnikant Rathod (HOD of Mechanical Department)